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Abstract – This study is aimed at uncovering the mechanism and role of the super hydrophobic 
characteristic of taro leaves on the process of hydrogen gas formation when there is a contact with 
a water droplet. The investigation was organized as: SEM-EDX analysis on the surface of taro 
leaf, observation on gas bubbles within a water droplet on the surface of taro leaves, and the 
detection of hydrogen gas production. The study result shows that the super hydrophobic 
characteristic of taro leaves caused the formation of great contact angle and high surface tension 
energy in droplets. A pointed-shaped nano texture caused the tension energy of the droplet surface 
to increase. As a result, particles randomly vibrate triggering the reaction between H2O droplets 
and Mg, K, and Ca on the surface of leaves producing hydrogen gas bubbles. Some gas was 
trapped in the nano grooves on the leaves surface and some with high pressure broke through the 
droplet and then were driven out by the Brownian motion. Copyright © 2017 Praise Worthy Prize 
S.r.l. - All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The behavior of animals and plants is very interesting 

to observe, especially when they are adaptating to their 
environment. The anatomical form, together with the 
surface structure, has a uniqueness that still is the secret 
of nature. Animals and plants on earth provide a variety 
of material examples, surface forms and structures 
(replica) in which the features are replicable for practical 
application [1]. 

Based on some research, it shows that there are 
several plants having typical characteristics, such as: 
being able to convert chemical energy, possessing 
superhydropobic, hydrophilic, adhesive characteristics, 
and being able to show responsive movements when 
there is some stimulation [2]. Many experts on biology 
and materials started researching on plants 
superhydropobic characteristic. A uniqueness owned by 
the superhydropobic characteristic of plants is the ability 
to clean their own self up. The self-cleaning ability of 
superhydropobic leaves is influenced by the contact 
angle of hysteresis. The low contact angle of hysteresis 
plays an important role in self-cleaning or obstacle 
reduction process in fluid flow. The contact angle of 
hysteresis is the standard of dissipation energy during the 
flow of drops on the solid surface. At the low value of 
hysteresis contact angle, it is more likely for the drops to 
slide and roll wiping out the particle contaminant. At a 
less than 100 of contact angle of hysteresis, it is generally 
mentioned as surface able to perform the self-cleaning. 
The coarseness of the superhydropobic material surface 
and the self-cleaning ability on its surface bring up some 
inspiration in various applications.  

A variety of superhydropobic surfaces has been 
produced in laboratory and even commercialized [3] – 
[5]. Some examples of self-cleaning products are paints, 
roof tiles, fabrics, and window glasses. The 
superhydropobic and hydropilic surface has been 
developed for the photoresponsive surface with inorganic 
oxyde and photoreactive organic molecules [6], 
copolymer film sensitive towards pH [7] or to electric 
field [8]. 

A leaf surface has the superhydropobic characteristic 
when it has a static contact angle above 1500. The 
examples of leaves surface being superhydropobic are 
lotus and talas leaves. Both of them have the highest 
contact angle with water [9] – [14]. The contact angle 
formed on taro leaves when it touches the water droplet 
is 165° [15]. The water droplet can roll on the surface of 
taro leaves with a very little drag coefficient because of 
the chemical composition and the surface topography of 
superhydropobic leaves [16]. 

The microstructure of taro leaves consists of a 
polygonal epidermic cell with a micro-bump scale in the 
size of 15-30 μm and a papilla in the central part of every 
cell. The whole surface is covered by epicuticular crystal 
wax cells with nano-size consists of aliphatic compound 
[17], [18]. The wax crystal is shaped like some little 
white hair [19]. The wax layer plays an important role in 
the self-cleaning mechanism of taro leaves [20]. The 
existence of the wax layer reduces the adhesive force and 
drag coefficient [19].  

The result of XPS analysis (X-Ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy) of the wax layer on taro leaves shows that 
the atomic carbon concentration is 98,21% and atomic 
oxygen is 1.79% [21]. 
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The hydropobic characteristic of lotus leaves when it 
is in contact with water has been studied by [22]. The 
study result shows that there is some gas trapped in the 
surface of lotus leaves having an imporant role in the 
superhydropobic characteristic of lotus leaves [22].  

This study concludes that gas trapped is air that is 
trapped due to the leaf surface roughness. The 
hydropobic characteristic of taro leaves has been 
previously observed by many researchers. But, the study 
on the mechanism of hydrogen gas formation in water 
droplets when in contact with taro leaves is still rarely 
considered. 

II. Materials and Methods 
II.1. Material 

The material studied was fresh taro leaves as shown in 
Figure 1(a). The taro plant belongs to the kingdom: 
plantae, division: magnoliophyta, class: liliopsida, ordo: 
arales, family: araceae, genus: xanthosoma, and species: 
xanthosoma roseum. The taro leaves were cleansed from 
dust or faces clung on their surface. 

The composition and topography of taro leaves 
surface were examined using SEM-EDX with 1000, 
5000, 10000, and 20000x magnification. The SEM 
instrument (Scanning electron microscope) used was 
Inspect S 50 FEI. Meanwhile, the experimental 
instrument of EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray) used was 
Amatex-edax. 

Figure 1(b) is the surface topography and EDX 
experimental research of taro leaves of the entire surface: 
papilla part (the arrow sign) and mesophyll layer.  

The measurement results show that the surface of taro 
leaves contains: Carbon (C), Oxygen (O), Magnesium 
(Mg), Potassium (K), and Calcium (Ca). Metal elements, 
like Mg, K, and Ca, are highly reactive and strong 
oxidizing substances. 

 

 
 

Figs. 1. (a) Taro leaves (xanthosoma roseum) and (b)  
The topography and EDX experimental result  

of taro leaves surface 
 

 

II.2. Research Procedure  

II.2.1.   The Measurement of Droplet Volume and 
Contact Angle 

The procedure for making droplets and measuring the 
contact angle is shown in Fig. 2. The droplets (5) were 
made using the syringe pump (1) with a particular 
volume and expelled drop by drop on the surface of taro 
leaves (6). Then, the contact angle of the droplet was 
measured using a digital microscope with the 
specification of: Image Sensor: 2.0 MP, focus range: 0-
100mm, magnification ratio: 1000× from the position (4) 
using the measurement software provided in the digital 
microscope. 

II.2.2.   The Observation of Hydrogen Bubbles 

The hydrogen gas bubbles were observed using the 
digital microscope from two positions, (2) and (3), as 
shown in Fig. 2. The position of the microscope (2) is 
vertical towards the droplet to observe the gas bubbles in 
the base of the droplet and position (3) is to observe the 
bubbles formed due to the reaction of water droplets and 
taro leaves. 

This position is used because the appearance of gas 
bubbles is clearer. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Droplet measurement technique and photography done  
using digital microscope 

II.2.3.   Hydrogen Sensor and Calibration Technique 

Figure 3 shows the calibration technique for a MQ-8 
hydrogen sensor with pure hydrogen injected into the 
container (1) through silicon nipples (2) using a syringe 
pump (3) for every 0.25 ml up to 2.5 ml.  

The measurement result of the hydrogen sensor was 
compared to the hydrogen concentration actually injected 
into the container. Every measurement was repeated a 
hundred times (100×) and then the result was averaged. 
The calibration result is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. The calibration setting of the hydrogen detector 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The calibration result using pure hydrogen 

II.2.4.   Data Acquisition Using Hydrogen Detector 

The hydrogen gas originating from the contact 
between water and taro leaves was detected using the 
hydrogen sensor by data acquisition system as in Fig. 5. 
Taro leaves (1) with areas varied as 0.04 m2, 0.08 m2 and 
0.12 m2 were each put into a closed container (2) filled 
with water (3) and the hydrogen gas production was 
released into the air section on its top. The hydrogen 
sensor (5) was put into the tube as shown in Fig. 5. The 
process of collecting data of hydrogen gas was done in 
the interval of 8 to 24 hours. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Data acquisition system of hydrogen gas 
 

II.2.5.   The Hydrogen Production Verification With Gas 
Chromatography  

The production of hydrogen gas from tube container 
in Fig. 5 was also verified using the gas chromatography 
(GC). The gas sample from container (2) was collected in 
the tube collector for the GC. The GC instrument used in 
this experiment is GC-8A Simadzu single detector TCD. 

III. Result and Discussion 
The form of taro leaves surface at the magnification of 

15000x is very coarse. The coarseness of the papilla part 
on the surface (arrow sign) is more prominent compared 
to the part of epidermis cell which is polygonal (as 
shown in Fig. 6(a). The surface texture is indeed sharp-
pointed as shown in Fig. 6(b). Papilla has the most sharp-
pointed texture. The sharp-pointed texture consists of 
epicuticular wax crystal nano cells that results in a 
superhydrophobic characteristic. Based on the EDX 
experimental result, epicuticular wax crystal cell layers 
contain elements such as C, O, Mg, K and Ca as in Fig. 
1(b). 

 

 
 

Figs. 6. The magnification of taro leaves surface 
(a). Polygonal epidermis cell and 

(b).Papilla in the centre of every cell 
 
The sharp-pointed nanotexture causes a very high 

surface tension when in contact with water droplets. The 
contact angles formed between the droplets and the 
leaves surface are 1650, 1580 and 1480 for the droplet 
diameter of 1, 2, and 3 mm, respectively as shown in Fig. 
7. The contact angle reduced as the droplet volume 
increased as shown in Fig. 8. The angle of 1650 shows 
that taro leaves have the superhydrophobic characteristic. 
The large contact area makes the droplet on the taro 
leaves have very high surface tension energy. When the 
water droplet is in contact with the taro leaves surface, 
the texture of taro leaves which is sharp-pointed in nano-
scale, then, propped up the surface of the droplet. The 
contact angle formed between nano texture droplets and 
taro leaves became larger.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7. The super hydrophobic characteristic in taro leaves with droplet 
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Fig. 8. The relation between droplet volume and contact angle  
on taro leaves 

 
As a result, the surface tension energy on each of the 

sharp points with nanotexture popping up the droplet 
became significantly higher. 

The very high surface tension energy causes reaction 
between H2O droplet and the elements of taro leaves 
surface. The reaction follows these equations: 

 
Mg(s) + 2H2O  → Mg(OH)2  + H2 (1) 

 
Ca(s) + 2H2O  → Ca(OH)2   + H2 (2) 

 
2K(s) + 2H2O   → 2KOH      + H2 (3) 

 
The reaction is confirmed by the formation of bubbles 

on the taro leaves surface as shown in Fig. 9. Gas 
bubbles spread across all part of taro leaves surface in 
contact with the droplet. According to the measurement 
result, the average diameter of the bubbles is 21,2μm. 
The bubbles diameter has the same size of polygonal 
epidermis cells with a micro-bump scale as shown in 
figure 6a (circle sign). It means that some of the 
hydrogen gas is trapped in the polygonal epidermis cell 
spaces as a result of reaction. Fig. 10 shows the 
movement of hydrogen gas bubbles (pointed by white 
arrows) in the water droplet photographed above. This 
movement of gas bubbles indicates two things.  

First, it indicates that there was a reaction between 
water and the taro leaves surface on the contact point 
with papilla. The contact point on nano sharp points of 
the leaves surface stores a very high surface tension 
energy that triggered the reaction to produce hydrogen 
gas. Gas was trapped in the sharp particle spaces of 
papilla (Fig. 9). Gas production continually undergoing 
caused an increase of the volume of gas trapped so that 
the pressure increased as well. After pressure exceeded 
the surface tension of the droplet, the gas bubbles 
breakthrough the droplet and moved in the droplet. 
Second, the circling bubble movement signifies that there 
was Brownian motion indicating that the water molecule 
vibrates more intensively due to the high surface tension 
of the droplet. The stronger vibration of water molecule 
is a source of energy that promotes a reaction between 
the elements of taro leaves surface (Ca, Mg, and K) and 
water producing H2 gas. 

Figure 11 shows the gas bubbles movement 
photographed from the front side. It is seen that the gas 
bubbles move from the bottom to the top near the droplet 
edge. This gas bubble is from gas trapped on the leaves 
surface whose pressure has exceeded the surface tension 
of the droplet. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Gas bubbles on the taro leaves surface when in contact  
with the droplet in the magnification of 1000x 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. The emergence of hydrogen gas bubbles  
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Hydrogen gas formation in the droplet of taro leaves 
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Fig. 12 shows that the gas sample from the reaction 
between water droplets and the leaves surface examined 
with GC apparently contains hydrogen gas that is of 
2,287% (22870 ppm). It assures that the water droplet 
has reacted with the chemical element contained in the 
taro leaves surface as a result of a very high surface 
tension called superhydrophobic. The measurement result 
of hydrogen gas using MQ8 sensor is depicted in Fig. 13 
with the areas of taro leaves of 0.04m2, 0.08m2 and 
0.12m2. It appears that the production rate of hydrogen 
gas fluctuates almost periodically. It is as a result of 
hydrogen gas formed and trapped in the nano particle 
spaces on the surface of taro leaves periodically 
penetrating the water droplet in the form of gas bubbles. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. The experimental result of gas chromatography  
of taro leaves gas 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Hydrogen production in (ppm/s)  

IV. Conclusion 
This research aims at uncovering the mechanism of 

gas formation that is trapped or formed within a droplet 
and at identifying the substance contained in the gas 

when a water droplet is in contact with taro leaves 
surface. The mechanism of how the hydrogen gas is 
formed on taro leaves can be concluded as follows: 
a) There is a reaction between water and taro leaves 

surface at the contact point with papilla. The contact 
point on the nano sharp points of leaves surface stores 
a very high surface tension energy triggering a 
reaction to produce hydrogen gas. 

b) The emergence of Brownian motion indicates that the 
water molecule vibrates more intensively due to the 
high surface tension of the droplet. The more intense 
vibration of water molecules triggers a reaction 
between the elements on taro leaves surface (Ca, Mg, 
and K) with water producing H2 gas. 

c) There are two gas phenomena forming on the taro 
leaves surface, which are: gas trapped in the nano 
spaces and gas emerged in the droplet coming from 
the gas trapped on the leaves surface. The gas bubbles 
emerging in the droplet is caused by the pressure 
exceeding the surface tension of the droplet so that it 
periodically penetrates the water droplet. 
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